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The "Meghan Markle Effect" - The 3 Wardrobe
Essentials You Need To Get That "Meghan Effect" 
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The royal wedding bells are soon to be ringing and the world’s eyes are on style icon, Meghan Markle. Let’s

face it, if you aren’t much of a Suits fan, you’re probably thinking, “Who is this soon to be royalty Meghan

Markle?” But, if you've been an avid Suits fan (Yeah, we know, it was the Harvey effect right?!) then you’re

well familiar with Meghan and her style! 

 

Here are our 3 wardrobe pieces you need to mimic her style: 
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Meghan’s style is very effortless chic and if there’s one thing you’ll notice, it’s her affinity to denim. Be it a

day out in Toronto or her travel outfit, slightly ripped, distressed denim is her go to! 

At Modalala, we carry denim in a number of styles, but here are our picks to snag that ‘Meghan Effect” 
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Along with her laid back, chic denim style, Meghan is seen to rock a button down, a little something that

exudes casual elegance. Her typical choices are white button down, denim button down to match her

jeans and blue / blue striped button downs. 

Our top picks: 
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If there’s one thing Meghan loves, it’s to layer up with either a blanket scarf or trenches that take any

casual outfit up a notch or a great layering piece over any little black dress. 

 

There you have it! Three easy, yet timeless staples to help you get your own “Meghan Effect” 

 

We’d love to see your variations of her style! Tag us on Instagram with #ModaEffect so we can see your

recreations of her staples. 
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